
MGF2351: International Business 

Week 1a: 

Globalisation is an interconnectedness of all markets and production. 

- Silk road, Europe conquests, industrialisation, emergence of firms 

Drivers of globalisation 

- Declining barriers to trade and investment  

- Technological factors 

o Internet, transport 

- Civil society 

o Extends past national borders, greater levels of collaboration → greater focus on 

issues like refugees 

- Global governance and institutions  

o UN → neo-liberal paradigm 

o World bank 

o World trade organisation 

o International monetary fund  

- Globalisation of culture 

Globalisation debate 

- Areas where globalisation hasn’t been entirely successful 

o Jobs 

▪ Off shore jobs, no training 

o Inequality and power 

▪ Gender, female employment, making rich richer, poor, poorer 

o National sovereignty and cultural diversity  

▪ Cultural homogenisation, more prioritisation of enterprises who want profit 

over objectives of country 

o Natural environment 

Outcomes of globalisation 

- Decreased poverty and increased inequality, but perhaps not where you would think 

What does Globalisation mean for the: 

- Nation 

o All states are dependent and interconnected 

o Nations compete with each other for global capital  

- Multi-national Enterprise 

o Borders are not considered 

o Glocalisation  

o Easier to transfer skill and power 

- Citizen individual 

o Lower price 

o Skilled workers, more demand 

o Less demand for unskilled workers 

▪ Which are started to suffer 



- Business 

o Interconnectedness 

o Competition 

o Opportunity 

o Greater need to appreciate and understand the international environment  

o A need to internationalise 

▪ More CSR, more ethics 

▪ Greater demand 

▪ Greater production 

▪ Compulsory for all business to internationalise to survive 

▪ Larger market 

▪ Greater supply 

▪ Need to adjust for different taste and preferences  

What is an international business? 

- Is any firm that engages in international trade or investment  

- Distinct from domestic firms 

o Culturally 

o Political, economic and legal systems 

o Labour and environmental standards 

o Foreign exchange 

o Strategies and entry modes  

Key drivers of the international business environment: 

- Political  

- Economic  

o Creates the environment in which businesses need to operate in 

Summary: 

- Over the past 30 years both markets and production have become more global than local 

- A variety of factors drive globalisation, both good and bad 

- No single definition of globalisation 

- There debate surrounding globalisation focus on jobs, inequality and poverty, national 

sovereignty and cultural diversity and the natural environment  

- The concerns raised by this debate poses a number of challenges and roles for the nation, 

MNE and individual citizen 

- Managing in a global market is significantly different from managing in a purely domestic 

marketplace  

Week 1b: 

What is political economy? 

- About power, the notion of power and power distribution between politics and economies 

as a primary diver of the system we live in 

- Helps us to better understand globalisation  

o And all the relevant drivers that occur 

- Provides a way through which we can understand how the international system operates  



The concept of power: 

- Who has power?  

o Business, people, state 

- Who exercises it? 

o Government, business, international organisation 

- Ultimately it is public vs private or 

- States and non-state actors → the market, non-state institutions and actions 

o Regarding sovereignty  

History of political economy:  

- Predominantly, political economy has focused on trade, production and finance 

- Evolved to now also include inequality, development, the environment and migration 

Approaches to political economy: 

- Old 

o Liberalism  

o Realism 

o Marxism 

- New  

o Social constructivism 

o Post structuralism 

o Post colonialism 

o Feminism 

o Neo-realism 

o Neo-liberalism 

o Neo-Marxism 

o Neo-conservatism 

Liberal tradition 

- Free markets are the best allocators of resources 

- States role is limited or should be to promote efficient allocation of resources 

- State interference is bad, and is done at the behest of powerful interests and is normally 

contrary to the market outcome 

- In effect, they want the state to use its power solely to promote market stability 

o Through this promotion, business, workers will flourish and will lead to greater 

economic stability  

▪ You want market stability that is able to lead or prompt overall stability  

Realist tradition 

- Political economy is shaped between states to maximise their power and wealth 

- States are the drivers of the economy  

- Believe in a hegemonic power which is the best way to provide stability  

o Market still exists, but state actively involve themselves to create stability 

- In effect, the world system is in chaos and states are the sole means of providing stability  

Marxism 

- Concerned with the system which is defined by capitalism  



- Creates competition between those who own the means of production and those oppressed 

to support the means of production 

- The world is divided into the core and the periphery 

o Core, the western developed world, periphery are developing countries  

- In effect, the world system functions in order to serve those who have the means of 

production 

Political economy since WW2 

- Primarily within a liberal framework 

- Attempted to safeguard economies by pursuing the goal of full time employment and the 

opening up of economies 

- Constructed and international architecture to maintain world stability  

- Outcome was unprecedented growth rates  

Issues to arise with liberal political economy  

- Modernisation theory  

- Underdevelopment theory  

- Emergence of exchange rate instability with floating currencies 

- 1973 oil crisis and economic stagnation  

- Increased state intervention  

- Emergence of forces against liberal political economy  

Outcome: neo-liberal political economy 

- Led by Thatcher and Regan  

- Breaks the shackles off the market, greater levels of deregulation 

- Impost strong protections to protect the rights of individual and companies 

- Driven by the global hegemon: united states with support from other western countries  

- Allowed businesses to thrive and led to increased trade and foreign direct investment  

Recent changes in political economy 

- Emergence and increased influence of developing nations 

- The G8 is now the G20 

- Diminishment in power of the global hegemon – united states 

- China’s mergence can change the nature of political economy  

o Shift away from the Washington consensus  

What does political economy mean for business? 

- Why is it important to understand political economy?  

o Can assist businesses 

o Can prevent businesses  

o Provides stability or instability 

 

Conclusion 

- Political economy is fundamental to the international system  

- It is constantly evolving, though it is still predominantly neo-liberal orientated 

- Challengers are emerging 



Reflections: 

Week 1: 

Globalisation is the interconnectedness between countries that enables the constant and 

instantaneous flow of communications, financial transactions and empowerment of firms unite the 

earth globally. This is seen to be primarily achieved through the advancement of technologies that 

have enabled such progressions to occur. There has also been a decline in the barriers to trade and 

investment, that have previously inhibited countries from freely trading with each other. The 

concept of a civil society has now transcended beyond national borders that prompts greater levels 

of collaboration and cooperation between nations, for the purpose of fighting pressing and urgent 

issues. This has led to the development of global governance and institutions like the United Nations 

and World bank to represent and regulate such global issues. It is through all of these mechanisms 

that have evoked a globalisation of culture that encapsulates all societal, national and cultural norms 

from different states.  

Although globalisation is immensely beneficial to the global market and the strengthening presence 

of corporate social responsibility in organisations, there are still some downfalls of such progress. 

There has now been a greater fluctuation of jobs and their stability, as cheaper jobs are moved off 

shore, limiting the ability of less-skilled employees to find work. Globalisation has also demanded a 

cheaper, faster and more effective production process, and have led to the collapse of some 

industries in the Western world. Globalisation is seen to arguably create more division between the 

rich and the poor, as it capitalises on the wealthy attaining more wealth, and the disadvantaged 

being treated as resources. Inequality, national sovereignty, cultural diversity and the natural 

environment are other areas which have been negatively impacted by globalisation. Yet the 

outcomes of globalisation can be seen to decrease poverty, whilst also increasing inequality. This 

may cause concerns and poses a number of risks and challenges for which nations, MNE and the 

individual citizen to discuss and face. Ultimately, globalisation leads to a great change from the 

previous norm of managing a purely domestic marketplace.  

The concept of a Political Economy is relevant to the notions of power and how it is distributed and 

influenced by both politics and economics – in the society and system we reside in. through 

evaluating the foundations of Political Economies, we can ascertain the drivers of globalisation and 

how the international system operates. Power can be held by corporations, people and the state – 

and thus, those who wield and exercise it is usually the same. Although historically, political 

economies have predominantly focused on trade, production and finance, there is now a shift 

towards holding conversations relevant to inequality, development, environmental issues and 

migration.  

The old approaches to the political economy are liberalism, realism and Marxism. Liberalism believes 

that the free market is the best allocator of resources and the State’s role should be limited. The 

Realist tradition is seen to be based on how the state are drivers of the economy as it believes that 

hegemonic power is the best way to provide stability. Marxism is concerned with the systems that 

are defined by capitalism and believes that the world is divided into those who own the means of 

production and those oppressed who support the means of production. The new approaches to the 

political economy are seen to be inclusive of feminism and other theories. Such explanations like 

feminism, hope to provide a new perspective in understanding political economies by dividing it by 

gender, and how discrimination and sexism limit to advancement of women in society.  

 



The political economic development since WWII has been primarily within a liberal framework, with 

the implementation of safeguards to maintain the world’s stability and peace. Yet, this has led to 

issues that have surfaced pertaining to the modernisation theory, underdevelopment theory, 

increased state intervention and the emergence of forces against liberal political economy. Such 

progressions have led to more unity and political cooperation, evidence in how the G8 is now the 

G20. There is also a diminishment of power by the global hegemon, the United States of America. 

Ultimately, the global stability which underpins political economy is imperative in achieving peace 

and cooperation. It is constantly evolving and currently neo-liberal in its orientation.  
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